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Posted by: Maverick
Date: 01-01-2015 18:11:43
I'm typing this slightly peeved, because the pain killers are wearing off, and I can't take the next load until bed time.
Thankfully I'm back on day shifts tomorrow so with the alarm set for 03:30, bed time will be about 21:00.
Thankfully mine is not a serious issue, in fact it could be considered trivial, I'm just not enjoying it much.
Christmas day I broke the front off a wisdom tooth. Didn't really think much of it at the time, I was working shifts, had a
headache, and feeling tired. Got to the rest days Monday morning and realised that the headache wasn't a headache it was
toothache, and needed sorting. Well I haven't seen a dentist since leaving school over 2 decades ago, so I've had the joys of
ringing around for NHS taking new patients. Which I have managed but my appointment is not until the 6th, and thats to check
my teeth, so I'm not expecting them to work on them!
To make matters worse I've just counted my painkillers and I've only got 2 days worth left, so there needs to be a shopping
trip as well!
The thing I can't understand is why isn't the damaged tooth hurting? It's either my right eye, my lower jaw, or the right
side of my head. It's the top right wisdom tooth. Also why can't my tongue stay away from it?
Right I'm going to slink off somewhere and feel grumpier than usual now.
Posted by: meooo
Date: 01-01-2015 18:25:29
Probably a bit late now, but down this way the local hospitals have dentists on hand for those of us who don't have a regular
dentist.
Can usually get a next day appointment (was never possible with the group I was with) and the service is far better.
As for the pain, you may well find its got infection in the gum ..... And they'll need to treat that befor removing the tooth
:( :(
Good luck
Posted by: Albannach
Date: 04-01-2015 04:53:54
I reckon he knew about the hospital, he's just enjoying the pain and faux sympathy...
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 04-01-2015 13:22:31
Albannach wrote:
I reckon he knew about the hospital, he's just enjoying the pain and faux sympathy...
Ray of sunshine is back.
Posted by: Matt
Date: 05-01-2015 00:09:30
Maverick wrote:
The thing I can't understand is why isn't the damaged tooth hurting? It's either my right eye, my lower
jaw, or the right side of my head. It's the top right wisdom tooth.
One of those weird nerve things. Teeth are buggers for creating phantom pain in other areas.

Posted by: Maverick
Date: 06-01-2015 20:43:56
Back next Wednesday for one extraction (wisdom tooth) & one filling. Not bad considering I haven't seen a dentist for 23
years.
Posted by: Growler
Date: 07-01-2015 20:38:34
Damn, I wish I could get away with that one :)
Went to dentist yesterday and now need a new wing and paint job on the wife's car :/
Apparently it was a sitting target in the car park and some bugger couldn't miss it :cry1:
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 08-01-2015 00:00:43
Growler wrote:
Damn, I wish I could get away with that one :)
Went to dentist yesterday and now need a new wing and paint job on the wife's car :/
Apparently it was a sitting target in the car park and some bugger couldn't miss it :cry1:
Well the good news is it wasn't your car :devilish:
Posted by: Matt
Date: 08-01-2015 05:57:27
:D :D
Posted by: Growler
Date: 08-01-2015 21:07:15
Maverick wrote:
Growler wrote:
Damn, I wish I could get away with that one :)
Went to dentist yesterday and now need a new wing and paint job on the wife's car :/
Apparently it was a sitting target in the car park and some bugger couldn't miss it :cry1:
Well the good news is it wasn't your car :devilish:
That was the first thing through my mind as well :) :whistle:
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 08-01-2015 22:01:27
You sleeping on the couch Andy ?
Posted by: meooo
Date: 08-01-2015 22:06:46
Brummie wrote:
You sleeping on the couch Andy ?

Why?
You going round to rub his back?
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 09-01-2015 00:59:51
meooo wrote:
Brummie wrote:
You sleeping on the couch Andy ?
Why?
You going round to rub his back?
Get a room the pair of you :whistle:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 09-01-2015 07:01:26
abecketts wrote:
meooo wrote:
Brummie wrote:
You sleeping on the couch Andy ?
Why?
You going round to rub his back?
Get a room the pair of you :whistle:
And a couch !
Posted by: Growler
Date: 09-01-2015 10:06:20
That_Ruddy_Squirrel wrote:
And a couch !
They don't make one big enough :whistle:
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 09-01-2015 10:18:08
Who for, you or me? :D
Now watch the usual suspects make comments about both of us on a couch :rolleyes:
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 09-01-2015 11:07:51
Brummie wrote:
Who for, you or me? :D
Now watch the usual suspects make comments about both of us on a couch :rolleyes:

I thought talking about the weather might be a good idea instead.....
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 09-01-2015 11:13:49
:D :tease: :D
Posted by: meooo
Date: 09-01-2015 14:26:39
Brummie wrote:
Who for, you or me? :D
Now watch the usual suspects make comments about both of us on a couch :rolleyes:
As in
Brummie and Growler sitting in a tree etc etc etc .....
Posted by: Growler
Date: 09-01-2015 16:22:11
Brummie wrote:
Who for, you or me? :D
Now watch the usual suspects make comments about both of us on a couch :rolleyes:
Depends on how you look at it, I'm now 6St 12Lbs lighter than 16 months ago :devil:
But still got a fat arse :D
Posted by: Growler
Date: 09-01-2015 16:24:15
meooo wrote:
Brummie wrote:
Who for, you or me? :D
Now watch the usual suspects make comments about both of us on a couch :rolleyes:
As in
Brummie and Growler sitting in a tree etc etc etc .....
But I hate heights :P
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 09-01-2015 16:33:47
Nice one! So you only need a two seater couch for your fat arse now not a three :sofa: :D :D
Posted by: Growler
Date: 09-01-2015 19:35:32
Brummie wrote:

Nice one! So you only need a two seater couch for your fat arse now not a three :sofa: :D :D
No, it fits in a single seat now :cool:
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 14-01-2015 17:06:30
Shit, bugger, bollocks, shit.
The practises x ray didn't work on me, so I have to be referred to a hospital x ray machine. Then return for the extraction.
So still on the pain killers.
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 14-01-2015 18:30:21
At this rate you will glow in the dark :-)
Hope it get's sorted soon
Posted by: Matt
Date: 20-01-2015 05:36:48
How're you getting on Mav? Sounds like they're taking the piss a bit over getting you sorted.
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 20-01-2015 06:50:53
Matt wrote:
How're you getting on Mav? Sounds like they're taking the piss a bit over getting you sorted.
Still waiting for the referral letter for a hospital to do the X Ray. Only minor issue there is I have a phobia of hospitals,
and do not set foot over their threshold.
Pain wise, it's quite weird. I can go a whole day without any problems (need them to sleep though), or I can be watching the
clock to see when I'm allowed my next dose.
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 20-01-2015 14:04:08
:/
Fear is the mind killer ...
The fear is far worse than the reality - trust me, I'm the same with hospitals !
:cool:
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 20-01-2015 15:36:07

:/

Predictable Bob wrote:

Fear is the mind killer ...
The fear is far worse than the reality - trust me, I'm the same with hospitals !
:cool:

Don't worry Bob you'll get used to them. :whistle: :devilish:
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 20-01-2015 16:23:36
:/
Hmmm - I've only been in hospital 3 times, 4 weeks when I was 17 (3 or 4 lumbar punctures), 2 weeks when I was 28 (Liver
biopsy) and last month (angiogram and quad bypass). I'm pretty much used to them already BUT I still don't like needles
:cool:
:lol:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 20-01-2015 18:41:49
If you don't want to go Hospital I am sure we can deliver you to Battersea Dogs Home :lol: :devilish:
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 24-02-2015 00:05:53
Yeah,
Appointment at Radiology Department Friday.
Posted by: Maverick
Date: 03-03-2015 17:18:00
It's out!!!!
Posted by: Predictable Bob
Date: 03-03-2015 21:24:00
:D
Congratulations !
Does this mean you have even less wisdom than you had before ?
:whistle:
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 03-03-2015 21:32:11
Not a chance. You can't quantify wisdom in minus numbers :devilish: :whistle:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 03-03-2015 21:33:39
Brummie speaks from experience :D
Posted by: Brummie
Date: 04-03-2015 00:19:47
Too right. I've had to listen to your nonsensical blathering's for years :devilish:

Posted by: Maverick
Date: 04-03-2015 00:38:57

:D

Predictable Bob wrote:

Congratulations !
Does this mean you have even less wisdom than you had before ?
:whistle:
Not too sure at the moment. Feeling a little battered as it had a curved root and took some persuading to remove. Oh and it
took 3 injections to numb to area before the extraction.
Posted by: abecketts
Date: 04-03-2015 12:24:18
Brummie wrote:
Too right. I've had to listen to your nonsensical blathering's for years :devilish:
I'm beginning to think you and tree rat are a bit like and old married couple, always grumbling at each other :getaroom:
Posted by: That_Ruddy_Squirrel
Date: 04-03-2015 19:43:35
abecketts wrote:
Brummie wrote:
Too right. I've had to listen to your nonsensical blathering's for years
:devilish:
I'm beginning to think you and tree rat are a bit like and old married couple, always grumbling at each other
:getaroom:
We leave the 'Old and Grumbling' tag to you, it fits you like a glove :lol:

